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Second panel :
« Public diplomacy versus cultural policies : foreign cultural policies, cultural diplomacy, and cultural cooperation – all the same ? »
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Ferdinand Richard.

I am going to give here the modest point of view of an grass-root  user, and certainely not the one of a high-profile diplomate.
I am in charge of a national centre for the development of popular musics, an independant working unit dedicated to the support of artistic new-comings, and their new-born accompanying structures.
To achieve this goal, we provided ourselves with a rather complete tool-box including artistic workshops, a system that we have extend since several years to our international cooperation  projects. But so far we do not export any french artistic product.
Our own structure is itself a part of a larger cultural perimetrein the city of Marseilles, called La Friche de la Belle de Mai. This area hosts more or less 70 cultural structures of all disciplines, all sizes, all juridical identities. 
Most of them lead cultural cooperation actions in Europe or beyond, but following various models, and meet every year common problematics, but also unpredictable paradoxes.

Starting from this point, I feel useful to give to you, from a field point of view, what seems to be recent evolutions concerning the influence of public diplomaties on the work of international cultural or artistic cooperation:
Most of commissioners, most of institutional supporters, most of public partners on this matter are extensions of Foreign Affairs Ministeries, of local authorities international departments, and more rarely are cultural authorities as such, which logically introduces the stategic characteristic of these commissions before their cultural aims.

This evolution is not recent as such, but the increasing globalisation and the permanent state of concurrence that it pulls behind it stresses back this strategic pressure into focus, specially for the states, or blocks of states, that feel the most threatened by this globalisation.
To face these challenges, all available tools should be used, cultural cooperation being one of the best, just because it shows an excellent ratio between investments and benefits. The remark is brutal, indeed, but not more than the conventionnal arguments about budget restrictions  often used by reluctant funders.
  
All this context implies that negociation terms must be clearly understood by both part when the time of signing the contract between the operator and the funder is about to come, baring in mind that the common target is constituted by the two clearly different sides of the same coin.

Incidentally, this puts back culture where it should never have left, the heart of society (and not beside it), and, as far as we are concerned today, at the heart of communities dialogue, should it be international.
Finally, a final provocation  should lead to say that there should not be a specific culture policy as such, but a cultural strand for any political sector, wether international relations, urban policies, local and sustainable development, peace and security policies, etc..., as far as artistic excellence would not be dammaged, though...

As other countries did before, France started several years ago a systematic decentralisation of its institutions. Looking at it from the grassroot level, the results are more or less convenient, more or less fast, following the activities and the territorial zones concerned. What is sure, though, is that we can see the rising of two tendancies at the local institutions level, which question the relationship between the State and  the local communities, (together with European Community), even though the prerogative of the state level is not contested.

One concerns Cultural policies. In my country, since a few years, the majority of the public money spent on Culture is coming  from local institutions, and this represents an historical change (incidently, one should notice that to-day, if one wants to compare efficently the level of public financement for culture in the different EU countries, it should take in account all those different players, and not only the State ministeries, when they exist...)

The other tendancy concerns international relations, which to day go much beyond what would represent in the past the twin cities system, for example, since they are more and more the expression of the wills of local political or economic players to play a significant role in this globalisation we evocated in the preceeding chapter.
For these collectivities, the access to this global arena is gradual, the first strategic target being the acquisition of a relative leadership, or at least a comfortable reputation at the level of inter-regional relations.

The construction of Europe gives a voice for this game in this prospect, and this ensemble of simultaneous events puts under the spotlights a peculiar paradox: indeed this is the local authorities which are the main beneficiares in the use of culture in their "inter-regional" not to say international relations. To this extend, the logic would lead to the idea that it is these same local authorities (more than member-states)  who will put a pressure on European institutions,  as far as something looking like an integrated EU culture policy is put on the agenda. 
And to this extend, they show more and more capacity...

Being a ground operator, I  find my interest in this development, since I can exchangeon my local level about the extra-territorial prospectives that I  find necessary for the development of my activities, with partners who know me. Above all in a much more integrated perspective, inside the development of the local community, whatever is the level (education, buiseness creation, social cohesion, etc...).It would be less efficient at the national level, where the inter-ministerial dynamic is more focused on large projects, not so much on neighbourhood  issues.
Still, the danger of a brutal instrumentalisation by the local political communication mechanisms, or even by a wild uncontrolled "culture tourismisation", remains a difficult reality. It could be the occasion of  renewed deontological codes, eventually under the patronage of the states, in a way comparable to what has been done (or what should be done) in the field of educationnal policies.

On the opposite, member-states find themselves disoriented by facing the problematic of an impossible common culture policy, as common as the agriculture policy could have been (as far as the CAP has proved that it reached 100% of its integrative role), since the dynamic on this prospect is radically different of what the agro-industries have generate. Once more, the progressive sliding from Culture to Entertainment has hidden this fundamental difference: in terms of Culture, one is not supposed to produce, but to exist, to declare its existence in the face of  the world.

The best way to reinforce stereotypes is entertainment.; the best tool to combat stereotypes is still culture.

The definition of a culture policy which could be shared and carried on by european member-states (including the extra-european dimension) seems to day a prisoner of the fight that opposes the burst of regional identities (weither they are fantasies, realities, or political manipulations) on one side, andon the other side  a grinding global common factor organised around the low-level quality of the Entertainment Industry.

In this battle, member-states have little space to move, the "cultural perception" that citizens have from their own state vanishes dangerously, the level of  "belonging to a nation, that could have contrasted the harmonising of consumerism (including cultural consumerism), and the strugle for market shares in the field of entertainment, or communication technology, hides even more the aims and objectives of what could be a national culture policy.

Furthermore, it seems that the promoting mechanisms (not to speak about propaganda) fostering the "national bon gout" (and the concurrence with other national "bon gouts" which will consequently follows !!!) look today rather old fashioned for the majority of young citizens. To some extend, the sense of belonging to a culture is more linked to a local level, to local handicrafts and culture, or to global trends, instead of a reference to a national Official Art.

Therefore, the legitimacy of international culture exchanges could be better seen at the level of the arts practices of the citizens, better than at the level of consuming art pieces.
Taking in account this more and more restricted marge of movement, it seems that "national cultural diplomaties", if they have a reality, could operate only as a part of a european pact, on four rather contradictory levels: 

-1) At the level of the state foundamentals, the best possible guarantee of equal rights (in this case cultural rights) for the citizens, wherever they come from in the Union, whatever is the policy of expansion of their own region. Eventually fostering these rights on the level of a region that benefits from the technical assistance of the states, through subsidiarity, but no more.

-2) At the true level of individual freedom, a best possible guarantee for high profile artistic new trends, a protection for these expressions against any unfair utilisation, a protectionfor their itineraries up to the most remote and modest european village.

-3) At the level of what should be the true european prospective, thecontribution to the creation of a harmonious life, integrating all human dimensions, and built to resist any anti-democratic inclination, inside and outside. This supposes of course that the persons who are member-states delegates at the EU institutions, elected or nominated, would assume intheir own personnal daily life the paragraph 4 of art.151 of the Amsterdam Treaty, which seems today far from a reality, considering as well the recent propositions of the European Convention.

-4) Finally, it seems relevant here to point out the (more or less conscious) rising of what could be a european sustainable cultural policy toward other regions on the planet, as far as they would ever ask for it. I think of, naturally, all the actions of theEU delegations in the ACP countries for cultural development, for example, or the support given on the european continentto extra-european productions.

These initiatives meet, sometimes with a lot of contradictions, the foreign policies of the member-states, and one could feel, from the ground, a lack of common prospective, even though, more and more often, well-defined local agreements could occur between member-states representatives and EU delegations. Still, it is a considerable challenge, since we all know this paradoxe: from outside, the strengthening of the image of a coherent european union may contribute, inside, in the spirits of our fellow citizens, to the feeling of belonging to a common ethics: something different and of utmost importance, that would not be submitted to inhuman market logics.

Carried outside the Union, this afrimation is and will be more and more an everyday combat. Nature fears the empty, and we can easily see this on the rapidity of the replacement of older bilateral cultural cooperations by new expansionnisms, wether economical, political, or religious.
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As a conclusion, the utility of what is named here "a cultural diplomacy" becomes quite evident. To some extent, we couls even speak about a symbiosis between culture and diplomacy, the latterbeing the according of different cultures, of different ways of life, and even beyond this "tuning effect", this organised relationship could even be a general frame for these vital interactions, the ones artists are seeking everyday on the roads of Europe.

To a certain extent, it reintroduces an appropriate quantity of humanism at any level of the Union.
It helps member-states to assume their transformation towards a new modernity.
It helps the european citizen to live her/his own personnal relationship with the rest of the humankind with simplicity and dignity.
In theory, diplomacy could be a nice art form !

Ferdinand Richard, Varsovie, 10 octobre 2003

